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(CC BY 4.0) - Close Run Race

Editors’ Welcome
Welcome to the August issue of On Course Profits magazine.
This month's sponsor is the very consistent and highly profitable Racing Consultants
service.
This amazing service has just passed its 8th anniversary and has averaged over 10
points profit per month over those 8 years.
To celebrate this outstanding achievement On Course Profits readers can try the service
for free - Click Here.
Inside this month...
Dave Renham has looked at how runners in some of the big upcoming races performed
in their subsequent outings.
His findings include horses to follow for profits and those to avoid for the layers!
Steve has a detailed look at headgear, what the options are, why trainers use them and
whether it's Worth a bet when you see headgear on a horse for the first time.
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James Collins has also looked at a couple of angles as well as highlighting a first season
sire who is making a profit for followers.
We have a guest article from Jon Roberts of Predictology which will I'm sure help out
any football bettors or traders among the readership.
He also offers a coupon to get one of the Predictology premium guides for free.
Clive Jones returns for a serious chat about luck, some people think that there is no such
thing as luck, some people think you make your own luck and others think they have no
luck. Clive helps us to determine whether we benefitted from luck or skill.
By the way if you run Clive's calculations against the Racing Consultants results you
will see that there is a less than 0.01% likelihood that the results are down to luck!
Moving on, Dave Renham looks at the trends for the Nunthorpe, the Geoffrey Freer
Stakes and the Great St Wilfred where the favourites have provided a 263% ROI in the
last 10 years!
Alex has ante post bets for the Lennox Stakes, the Nassau Stakes, the Nunthorpe and the
Ebor.
Steve Jones is back with some useful calculations that every bettor should have in their
armoury along with a back and lay conversion chart and instructions on how to
guarantee a profit if you are sure, you can rule a few losers out.
Plus, there’s the usual reviews and systems.
I hope you enjoy this months’ issue.
All the best
Darren Power
Front cover image: (CC BY 4.0) - When the equipment and the moment and the light come together to
create magic.
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(CC BY 4.0) - Gourmet Gallop Day

Future Race Pointers
In this article I am revisiting an idea I have looked at in two or three previous articles
spanning the last 12 years or so. However, I am going into more depth than before and
going back much further in time as well.
I am going to look at how horses performed next time out after running in certain big
races.
There are numerous reasons why this data is useful to look into. Firstly, some horses
can only peak for short periods and hence those that do indeed peak for a particular race
may not be able to reproduce that level of form next time out.
Another reason, and an important one at that, is that some horses that compete in such
big races are just out of their depth, and hence if they have a less competitive race to
contest next time, they may run well at a potentially good price. They may be underestimated by the betting public simply because they were well beaten on their latest
start.
Anyway, these are just two ideas I have had, so let’s start crunching some numbers.
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For this piece we are looking at data from January 1st, 1997, to June 18th, 2022, so we
have plenty of past race stats to crunch. Profit and loss figures are to Industry Starting
Price as we are going back before Betfair actually existed. Hence you would expect to
improve on the bottom line figures if you had used Betfair SP in the last 15 years or so.
I will be reporting to £1 level stakes.
With the Glorious Goodwood meeting having just finished, it makes sense to look at
some races from there to begin with and see how horses have fared in the past on their
very next start. The three I am going to look at are the Sussex Stakes, the Stewards Cup,
and the Molecombe Stakes. Of course, the past results I am sharing with you are just
that; one would hope any trends or patterns will continue in future years but there is no
guarantee.

Sussex Stakes – 27th July 2022
This is one of the real highlights of the Goodwood meeting held on the second day of
the meeting (Wednesday). It is a race that the great Frankel won twice in 2011 and
2012.
This is a Group 1 race, and it is raced over a distance of 1 mile.
Horses that ran in the Sussex Stakes have the following overall record in their next race:
Runners Wins Strike Rate% Profit/Loss ROI%
161
42
26.10
+ £1.48
+ 0.90
Horses that won the Sussex Stakes went onto make a profit on their start to the tune of 6
pence in the £. If we expand that to those that finished in the first three, then they
actually combined to make a loss of around 10 pence in the £. Horses that finished 4 th or
worse produced 21 winners from exactly 100 runners (SR 21%) for a small profit of
£7.86 (ROI +7.9%).
Runners from this race are definitely worth close scrutiny next time out as they have
produced a decent number of winners.

Stewards Cup
This is the big 6f handicap of the meeting which always has huge fields averaging out at
around 27 runners. Hence we have plenty of horses to check out on their next start. Here
are their follow up run stats combined:
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Runners Wins Strike Rate% Profit/Loss ROI%
673
67
10.00
- £65.91
- 9.80
No surprises to see an overall loss on all the runners on their next run, or such a low
strike rate.
An amazing stat is that all the winners of the race going back to 1997 have lost on their
very next run.
Horses that finished 2nd or 3rd have fared better winning 7 races from 50 runners for a
small profit of £5.00 (ROI +10%).
A nugget worth sharing is that horses that contested a Listed race next time produced 10
winners and 14 other placed from 62 runners (SR 16.1%) for a healthy profit of £58.38
(ROI + 94.2%). Indeed, 9 of these 10 winners finished 6th or worse in the Stewards Cup
itself and backing those runners only would have secured a profit of £73.38 (ROI +
203.8%).
In general, it seems that you have more chance of turning a profit if you focus on horses
that finished 6th or worse in the Goodwood sprint.

Molecombe Stakes
This race is over 5 furlongs and is contested by 2 year olds. Both male and female
horses are able to contest this race, and it is a Group 3 contest. Horses that ran in the
Molecomb have the following overall record in the next run:
Runners Wins Strike Rate% Profit/Loss ROI%
272
37
13.60
- £84.70
- 31.10
This does not look like a race where we should follow those horses who ran in it. I had
expected better figures, but the stats don’t lie.
You definitely want to avoid horses that were upped in Class next time (e.g., Group 1 or
2 level), as these runners managed just 2 wins from 65 attempts. This is a powerful and
very poor stat. The only runners that fared OK next time were those that started
favourite on this follow up run. 15 of the 42 won, but they still made a small loss.
Moving away from Glorious Goodwood, let me switch my attention to the York Ebor
meeting which this year is being held between Wednesday 17th August and Saturday
20th August. There are a host of good races and I have chosen three of them to see how
their runners fared next time out.
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Melrose Stakes
This race is a handicap race held over 1 mile and 6 furlongs. Horses that ran in this race
since 1997 have the following record when looking at their next run:
Runners Wins Strike Rate% Profit/Loss ROI%
325
58
17.80
- £27.20
- 8.40
Losses on all runners of about 8 pence in the £. However, the winners of the Melrose
Stakes have been worth following next time out.
They have produced 9 winners from 24 runners (SR 37.5%) for a profit of £13.96 to £1
level stakes. That equates to an impressive return of 58 pence in the £. If you stick to
those winners that were favourite on their next start we see that 6 of the 11 went onto
win showing a profit of £10.88 (ROI + 98.9%).
Another group of Melrose runners that did well next time were those who returned to
the track within 30 days; 42 of the 185 horses won (SR 22.7%) and they would have
made you a profit to SP of £39.42 to £1 level stakes. Returns therefore of 21 pence for
every £ bet.

Gimcrack Stakes
First run back in 1846 this race is named after an 18th century horse called Gimcrack.
It is a Group 2 contest run over 6 furlongs and is open to 2 year old colts or geldings
only.
Horses that ran in this race produced the following results next time out:
Runners Wins Strike Rate% Profit/Loss ROI%
219
39
17.80
+ 43.05
+ 19.70
An impressive set of figures here – reasonable strike rate and a sound profit.
The Gimcrack always attracts a field of promising youngsters and many of them seem
to deliver on their next start. Winners of the Gimcrack have gone onto win 6 races from
25 (SR 24%) on their follow up run for a small £5.71 profit.
90 horses that have raced in the Gimcrack went on to contest a Group 1 or 2 contest
next time out – of those 15 won producing a healthy profit of £56.46 (ROI + 62.7%).
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Finally, horses that started favourite next time have done quite well winning 14 races
from 38 (SR 36.8%) for a profit of £6.79 (ROI + 17.9%).

Great Voltigeur Stakes
This race is run over 1 mile and 4 furlongs and is for 3 year olds only.
It is a Group 2 contest.
Horses that ran in the Great Voltigeur have the following overall record in the next run:
Runners Wins Strike Rate% Profit/Loss ROI%
164
27
16.50
- £8.16
- 5.00
These runners have made a small combined loss on their next run, but those that started
favourite next time have won 12 of the 30 races contested (SR 40%) for a small profit of
£5.59.
Winners of the Great Voltigeur have managed to follow up on 6 occasions from 25
runners (SR 24%), but you would have made a loss backing them to the tune of £6.16
(ROI -25.7%). Horses that came 2nd or 3rd in the York contest have managed to make a
profit of £22.50 thanks to 8 winners from 44 runners.
Final stat of interest is that if any of the first three home contested a Group 1 race next
time then they would have been worth following – 11 wins from 50 runners (SR 22%)
for a profit of £23.09 (ROI + 46.2%).
Quite a mixed bag of next time out results here across the six races, but hopefully this
article has given you some useful pointers to how some horses are likely to run later this
season.
This type of research can be extended to any race; it doesn’t have to be a Group race or
a big handicap. I quite often like looking at Newmarket or Newbury maiden races,
especially later in the season, trying to pinpoint horses that may have gone under the
radar and look likely to run well next time.
I will revisit this idea again in the near future I’m sure – probably focusing on next time
runs after running in a decent National Hunt race.
David Renham
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(CC BY 4.0) - Full Stretch

Research Corner - First time Headgear
How often when reading the daily race form do we come across the phrase “first time in
blinkers or hood” highlighted by the spotlight comments and what does this actually
mean?
Headgear is primarily used by trainers to try and improve a horse’s overall performance,
and different types of headgear can be used to correct different issues, such as greenness
or lack of concentration.
Below is a quick summary of the different types of headgear and an explanation of the
aim of fitting them on a racehorse: -

Blinkers
One of the most frequently used items of headgear are blinkers. They are used to help
horses that may appear to have a concentration problem.
If a horse has been turning its head during racing and looking around, blinkers are used
to restrict its view.
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The biggest improvement in performance is usually seen when the blinkers are put on
for the first time and generally speaking it is thought that the more a horse wears them,
the more used to them they become and the less effective they are.

Hood
A hood covers the horses’ ears and head leaving eye holes for them to see and may help
horses that are nervous of crowds and noises that they may encounter at the racetrack.
They are designed with padding around the ears and so restrict the noise of the crowd,
which will help a nervous horse to be calmed down.
Hoods are particularly useful with juveniles (2 year olds) and are sometimes used in just
the parade ring and removed as they leave the paddock area.

Visor
A visor is very similar to blinkers; however, there is a key difference in that visors have
a slight slit cut in the side of them which helps stop a horse from panicking if it can’t
see the other runners. The slit provides the reassurance that there are other runners but
maintains the focus of going forward.

User: Goodwin, CC BY-SA 3.0, via Wikimedia Commons
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Cheekpieces
Cheekpieces are quite similar to blinkers as they are used to help a horse concentrate.
The main difference is that they’re less restrictive than blinkers.
They can also be used to help a horse settle before a race and are significantly quicker to
put on and off than blinkers.
Cheekpieces are usually worn by horses that find it hard to maintain a straight line, and
potentially could wander about especially when under pressure at the business end of a
race.
Now we know a little more about the various forms of headgear we can move onto
exploring which trainers have used them to a positive affect particularly when they are
applied for the first time on a horse in their yard.
We will keep our research to the most recent five years as in during the period from the
start of 2021 through to the end of 2021 and furthermore we will focus on the Flat and
Handicap races only.
In addition, our check list will filter out trainers that have not had at least 25 first time
headgear runners during our five year review period along with at least 5 of them
winning, and finally the winners must have outperformed the market expectation. To
validate this last point, we will use the A/E figure where anything higher than 1.00 is
deemed a positive indicator.
There were 46 yards that won with 5 of their horses wearing first time headgear during
the flat campaigns of 2017-21. Of those only 10 did so with a profit at Betfair SP and an
A/E in excess of 1.00.
We will now take a closer look at each of them starting with Ian Williams: -
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Ian Williams

If we breakdown the above into the individual campaigns we find: -

Three out of the five had decent ROI% but there were a couple of losing years so
possibly not for the fainthearted!

Ralph Beckett

From the above we can see a slight loss in 2017 but solid gains for the next three Flat
campaigns before quite a blip last year.
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So far 2022 has given a winner along with 4 other placers including a 20/1 runner up
which paid 6.80 on the BF Place SP. This would indicate that there is still some scope
with this yards runners when they race in headgear for the first time.
Moving on next up we have a trainer that is an important member of the Godolphin
setup…

Charlie Appleby

There are not many qualifiers, but the quality of the results makes up for the lack of
numbers with 4 out of 5 winning campaigns. Surprisingly though the yard is 0 from 8 so
far in 2022! Moving up north to County Durham….

Michael Dods

Pretty much all the gains were made in 2020 and 1 winner from 27 such runners last
year doesn’t inspire much confidence especially given all ten that have ran so far in this
campaign have lost.
Next up is a dual purpose trainer who has made great strides in recent years with his
Flat racers.

Alan King
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The Barbary Castle based trainer was recently noted in a Racing Post piece in which the
writer concluded that Alan King was more likely to have a winner at Royal Ascot (he
had a treble there in 2020) than at the Cheltenham Festival. Looking at the above table
would indicate that the yard has turned to headgear quite sparingly but the A/E of 1.62
shows overall it has been effective.

Paul & Oliver Cole
After the BHA introduced the concept in 2020, Paul along with his son Oliver became
one of the first partnerships to train under a joint licence in the UK.

A couple of stellar years in 2019/20 combined with minor losses during the other 3
campaigns make for an interesting ride!
We will skip James Fanshawe given that the profits came back in 2017 and the yard is 2
from 11 and running a loss since then.
Roger Teal has been profitable overall with his runner’s wearing headgear for the first
time but again doesn’t appeal given the inconsistent profile. Finally, Tom Clover and
Dean Ivory have had their moments with runners of this kind but again the consistency
falls short of our objectives.
In conclusion there are snippets of potential by taking a closer look at the
aforementioned yards when they apply headgear for the first time in Handicap races
during the Flat campaign but if we take a look at the results when we put them all
together it highlights a worrying trend.

From 2017 through to 2020 we see a trend of increasing profits but then in 2021 the trait
declines and so far this year the results have been even worse.
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Is it a case that the market corrected itself given the standout A/E of 2.35 at its peak, or
could it be simply that the yards have altered their pattern of behaviour in more recent
times? The most sensible course of action would appear to be that we revisit this angle
after the completion of the 2022 Flat campaign and see if the profits have reappeared.
For the record these are the 10 trainers that at our initial look see showed the most
promise: -

Until next time
Steve Carter
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Image by Rudy and Peter Skitterians from Pixabay

Handicap Future Pointers – The Sires
Last season’s Stewards Cup at Goodwood featured highly in our list of handicaps
(highlighted in the two previous editions of the OCP magazine) which supplied the most
future winners when following runners on their next start.
My favourite sprint handicap of the season remembered fondly from my days out to
Glorious Goodwood in the school holidays watching the likes of Soba, Al Trui and
Rotherfield Greys thundering down Goodwood’s six furlongs and adding their name to
the list of Stewards Cup winners and in the process leaving a lasting impression.
One of my favourite sprinters of all time, the flying filly Lochsong was the “final”
Tuesday winner of the Stewards Cup as in those days the cavalry charge was staged on
the first day of the meeting.
From 1993 the Stewards Cup moved to the current Saturday slot and continues to provide
high quality sprint winners and last year’s renewal was no different.
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Six of the twenty-four Stewards Cup runners won on their next start, admittedly it’s not
a mind-blowing statistic however a 25% win to runs ratio is not too shabby either and a
£53 profit would have been made (before commission) backing all runners to £1 level
stakes at Betfair SP.
Also noteworthy is among those six winners was the Ayr Gold Cup winner Bielsa who
finished 6th before taking the Ayr’s September showpiece @ 9.85 (BFSP) and
Justanotherbottle who trailed home 22nd of 24 at Goodwood went on to win Ripon’s Great
St Wilfrid in August @ odds of 29.54 (BFSP).
Interestingly three of the six next time winners were among the last six finishers (19 th,
20th & 22nd) in the Stewards Cup so may have benefitted from not having the hardest of
races at Goodwood and being saved for another day.

York Ebor Festival
Another race I am keen to highlight in this edition is the valuable Class 2 seven furlong
nursery ran on the Thursday of York’s Ebor Festival. Admittedly it’s not one of the
numerous higher profile races at the meeting however last year’s renewal appeared to be
above average and worthy of the £36,078 prize money to the winner.

Five next time winners emerged and another five made the frame from the sixteen runners
showing a £13 profit to £1 level stakes at Betfair SP (before commission).
Again, not a bank busting profit but a profit all the same and if we look beyond just the
next start of those runners and focus on all subsequent runs to date at the time of writing
then the overall quality of the renewal is vindicated:

Ten of the sixteen runners have won a total of 14 races returning a healthy £46 profit to
£1 level stakes.
This year’s race at the time of writing carries the same sponsorship and is scheduled to
be the 6th race (16:40) on Thursday 18th August and hopefully will be a source of future
winners in our race tracker.

First Season Sires
We’re just past the halfway point in the turf flat season so I thought it would be a good
time to take a closer look at how some of the first season sires have performed with a
view to highlighting one or two to follow for the remainder of the turf season.
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At the time of writing (3rd July) there have been 277 turf races for 2yo’s in the UK and
Ireland so far this season and interestingly two of the top three sires for the most numerical
winners are first season sires:

Havana Grey
Currently leads the way numerically for most two year old winners on the turf in the
UK and Ireland this season. Havana Grey is a son of Havana Gold and had a brief career
on the track before retiring at the end of his 3yo campaign. He won six of his sixteen
career starts and over £400,000 in prize money. His most prestigious win came in the
Group 1 Flying Five at the Curragh over five furlongs. He was a speedy 2yo himself
winning four of his eight juvenile starts including the Group 3 Molecomb Stakes at
Goodwood and was also runner up in the Group 1 Prix Morny at Deauville.
His first season crop hit the ground running with 15 winners from 52 runners between
March and the end of May. The winners have dried up since with a return of just 4
winners from the last 55 runners since the beginning of June.
If we take a more detailed look at Havana Grey’s progeny stats since the start of the
season then we can highlight two key factors which are worth focusing on for the
remainder of the season.
Distance - 5 furlongs
His progeny appear to have generally inherited his speed if we look at their wins to runs
stats over 5 furlongs compared to 6 furlongs:

The above stats conclusively show Havana Grey’s progeny in 5 furlongs races have
performed better than those contesting 6 furlong events. Betting all his runners in 5
furlong races would have returned a £49.63 to £1 level stakes at Betfair SP.
“Novice” Races
His progeny also appear to perform a great deal better in races with a “Novice” status as
opposed to “Maiden” events:
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Betting all Havana Grey runners in designated “Novice” races would have returned a
£55.28 profit to £1 level stakes at Betfair SP compared to a £17 loss to level stakes in
“Maiden” events.
5 Furlong Novice Races
If we combine the two factors we now have these figures for Havana Grey runners:

System 8: Back Havana Grey runners in 5 furlong “Novice” races on turf in the UK &
Ireland.
Since writing there have been 2 further runners and a further winner at 9/4
Sioux Nation
At the time of writing, Sioux Nation currently sits 3rd for numerical two year old
winners in UK and Irish turf races this season. His North American sire Scat Daddy ran
only nine times winning two Grade 1’s including the Florida Derby over 9 furlongs at
Gulfstream Park.
Sioux Nation was trained by Aidan O’Brien and won four of his fifteen career starts
amassing over £270,000 in prize money. His wins were over 5 (x1) and 6 furlongs (x3)
and three of the four were achieved in his 2yo season which included Group 1 success
in the Phoenix Stakes at the Curragh.
Sioux Nation’s first crop have so far registered 12 wins from 58 runs and returned a £73
profit to £1 level stakes at Betfair SP.
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We need to consider one of those winners paid £61.24 which is a large chunk of the
profit so it’s worth taking a deeper look at Sioux Nation’s progeny stats to see which
traits we can direct our focus.
Distance
Five of his twelve winners have won at five furlongs however he has already produced
at least one winner from a handful of runners over distances up to a mile so it would be
foolish at this stage to focus solely on his runners in five furlong races despite the 55%
strike rate (5 wins from 9 runs) at the minimum distance.
Grand sire Scat Daddy’s stamina no doubt playing a part in Sioux Nation’s versality
with his runners over varying distances.
Number of Career Starts
Ten of the twelve wins were achieved by runners on their first or second career start.
Those having had two starts are yet to register a win but that’s only seven runners and
two have won on their third start so it’s a bit too early to fine tune the number of career
starts.
“Maidens”
If we split Sioux Nation’s previous runners by race type in turf races in the UK and
Ireland then this clearly gives us our angle:

The above stats indicate we focus on Sioux Nation’s runners in designated “maiden”
races only on turf in the UK and Ireland.
To date there have been 10 winners from 26 runners showing a nice 38% strike rate and
a £94.19 profit to £1 level stakes at Betfair SP.
The 2.02 ‘Actual’ against ‘Expected’ (A/E) figure indicate the maiden runners have
consistently outperformed expectations.
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System 9: Back Sioux Nation’s runners in “Maiden” races on turf in the UK and
Ireland.
Best of luck this month.
James Collins
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Using the First Half Score-line To Find
Value Trades in The Second Half of
Football Matches
This month we have a guest article from Jon Roberts of football database software,
Predictology…
In our article today, we wanted to harness our extensive global football database to
understand how the first half of a football match can help us find value betting and
trading opportunities in the second half.
To begin, we took a large sample from our database of 44,125 matches.
First, we simply went through the database and recorded the number of matches that
reach half time with each score-line.
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Now, if you have been football trading or betting for any period of time, you'll likely
know that there is an average of 1 goal in the first half and roughly 1.5 goals in the
second half, giving us an approx. average of 2.5 goals a game.
In our sample, the average number of goals in the first half was 1.17 goals, so pretty
much in line with our expectations.
With this in mind, it is perhaps not all together surprising that the most popular half
time score was 0-0 (31.33%), followed by 1-0 (19.66%) and then a slight drop off,
indicating home advantage strength when compared with the reverse, 0-1 at 16.19%.
One other interesting point to note is that the likelihood of 1-1 is almost 4% more likely
than 2-0. So, with the right game analysis, the potential to place a lay on the leading
team in the half time market when 1-0 / 0-1 could present some very good, low risk
trading opportunities at times.
Like this one:
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How Can the Half Time Score Help Us In Our Football Trading?
One of the most common trades new football traders try to make is looking for games
that are 0-0 at half time, and then looking to trade for goals in the second half.
However, the 0-0 score-line is the LEAST likely score-line to produce 1 goal or more in
the second half (74.14%).
In comparison, the half time score-line which had the STRONGEST indicator for
second half goals was 0-3, which had an 82.76% chance of at least 1 goal in the second
half. Almost 12% more likely. (There are some limitations with this, which we’ll come
on to later).
The 0-3 score-line also has a 53.94% and 20.20% probability for 2 and 3 second half
goals respectively.

This information alone will not help us become profitable football traders but
understanding the key nuances and underlying metrics of football will give you a solid
signpost to incorporate into your football trading.
For example, if you have a strategy that works well for you in the second half. Have you
gone back and analysed your results to see how successful it is based on the half time
score or the number of first half goals? Perhaps removing games that are 0-0 at half time
from your trades could improve your success rate and return on investment?

Predicting Second Half Goals Using the Half Time Score
We have now taken the data from the first half markets and calculated how many goals
we can expect to see from each half time score-line.
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So, Which Half Time Score Delivers the Most Second Half Goals?
As we can see from the table in the previous section, the best half time score-lines for
producing second half goals are
•
•
•
•
•
•

0-3 82.76% chance of 1 or more goals
1-2 81.50% chance of 1 or more goals
2-1 80.71% chance of 1 or more goals
4+ 80.25% chance of 1 or more goals
2-0 80.22% chance of 1 or more goals
0-2 80.11% chance of 1 or more goals

To help us use this data to determine “value in the markets”, we can convert this to
include “Target Odds’ or in other words, the true probability of each event happening.

It is important to note that these probabilities should not be used as your sole decision
maker.
However, it is, a great way to create a baseline which can act to reinforce a decision or
support a planned bet or trade. You can do this by simply checking the live odds to see
if you also have value on your side in terms of the odds available compared with the
historical trends.
For example, the 1-0 / 0-1 score-line is one that particularly interests us due to the fact
we can remove the 0-0 prospect, which we now know is the lowest probability scoreline for a game to have second half goals.
It also interests us as several first half goals can make the market overreact and think the
higher score totals are more likely than the reality. It is therefore a nice, sweet spot for
us to focus on.
For example, if the score is 1-0 we understand that the chance of 2, or even 3 goals in
the second half are now, 43.60% and 18% respectively.
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If we can find those markets priced above 2.29 and 5.56 at half-time in any particular
goal, with 1 first half goal, then we have a potential value trading opportunity.
Additionally, we also know that we've got over 78% chance of at least 1 goal which,
depending on when that goal comes, could offer the opportunity to hedge or trade out
your stake.

Does The Number of First Half Goals Actually Influence Second
Half Goals?
If we take a step back for moment and take a look at goals in general, rather than
specific half time score-lines, we can see the following:

The first interesting thing to note is that when we combine 1-0 / 0-1 it replaces zero
goals as the most popular outcome in the first half. This is in line with both the general
market averages of 1 goal in the first half, and our sample size, which is 1.16 goals.
Three and four goals in the first half show the strongest indicators of second half goals
but they are going to be few and far between, accounting for just 9.2% of the sample
size. So probably not something we want to focus on for the time being.
The other thing that you may have noted is that basically, the more first half goals there
are, the high the probability of a second half goals, which, to an extent, is
logical. However, as indicated earlier, there is quite a drop off from 1 goal to zero
goals, in all areas.
Hence our preference to focus on matches with exactly one first half goal.
So, If you've been struggling with your football trading, one simple change could be to
avoid games which are 0-0 at half time, unless you have a very strong reason to get
involved.

How To Use This Data to Predict Second Half Goals
There are numerous ways in which you can use this data to influence and improve your
football trading.
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The first and, perhaps, simplest is to look for games where there has been exactly 1 goal
in the first half. Then check the odds on Over 2.5 and if you find the price available to
back at 2.29, then you have a value back to lay trade to consider.
You could also apply the same approach on exactly 2 first half goals and then ensure
that Over 3.5 is priced 2.23 or better.
The other way you may wish to apply these insights is to look to build a profitable Over
2.5 goal model using the Predictology System Builder.
Once identified, you could then look to delay your staking until half time and only bet
or trade if the half time score is 1-0 or 0-1.

Advanced Second Half Trading – Predictology Match Shortlists
An easy way to take this a step further is to use the Predictology Match Shortlists,
which highlight games which fit the ideal criteria for a number of the most popular
betting markets.

This gives our members an immediate edge on the market by knowing which games to
focus in on each day.
To support this, we also then provide a detailed report, utilising our extensive historical
data, to show the true probabilities for each of the market outcomes, demonstrating
when the most optimal entry point is and for which market, for any given game.
If you are keen to learn more about this topic and how you can harness this type of data
for your own football betting or trading, we have an extra special offer for On Course
Profits readers.
You can download for free (normally $97 / £82) our eBook “The Art Of Betting (And
Trading), which outlines 10 strategies that you can use to profit in 2022.
This includes
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-

Our Trading Cheat Sheet

Discover the key and fundamental rules that underpin all our betting and trading and
why you need to follow them.
-

6 Football Trading Strategies

Revealed: The step-by-step process for the six football trading strategies that we use
daily
-

In-Play Alerts

The 4 In-Play Stat Alerts that you to deliver consistent profits in-play.
-

Acca Secrets

The Only Way to Consistently Win and Profit from Accumulator Bets
You can download your FREE copy of the “Art of Betting (And Trading)”
by using the coupon code: OCP22
Jon Roberts
Predictology.com
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(CC BY 4.0) - Ebor Festival

Big Race Trends
Sky Bet Ebor Handicap (1m 6f Heritage Handicap) – 3.35pm 20th
August
Europe’s richest handicap takes centre stage on the final day of York’s Ebor meeting
and this is a race where we will normally have a decent sized field for the each-way
punter to get stuck into.
You only have to look at the prices of the previous winners to know that if you land the
winner, you will most likely be looking at a decent pay day.
That role of honour includes Litigant at 33/1 (2015), Mutual Regard who was a perfect
trend fit at 20/1 (2014) and Moyenne Corniche at 25/1 in 2011.
The 2020 renewal had the shortest priced winner, Fujaira Prince (11/2), since 2013 and
the last time around Sonnyboyliston won for the Johnny Murtagh yard at 10/1.
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There have been no fewer than 9 winners since 1997 who went in at an SP of 20/1 or
higher and that includes the rarities of all rarities in a 100/1 winner back 2006 (Jane
Chapple-Hyam’s Mudawin).
A high draw has generally been favourable in recent times with only 6 winners exiting
from a single figure draw since 1997 and in fact, 16 of the last 25 winners came from
stall 14 or higher so we need to consider those with a high draw closely.
16 of the last 25 winners managed a top 4 finish last time out so a good recent run is a
positive and only 3 winners since 1997 have won this race having finished outside the
top 7 in their last run. Last year’s winner Sonnyboyliston finished 6 th on its previous run
but that was in a Group 3 race, and he subsequently went on to win the Irish St Leger
(Group 1).
Not much to go on trainer-wise. Luca Cumani has won the race three times but has
since retired from the training ranks and Saeed Bin Suroor has won the race twice in
recent times, most recently in 2012 with Willing Foe, and also went close in 2019 with
the second placed Red Galileo. Johnny Murtagh is now 2 from 3 so entries from that
yard need close inspection this time around.
Dual purpose and jumps trainers are also worth a second look with the likes of Gordon
Elliott, Willie Mullins, AJ Martin and Ian Jardine all winning this recently.
Three year old runners are few and far between, but they have a record of 3-21 (14%
strike rate) so they are worth a market check.
4yo’s have the worst record despite making up most of the runners and only 4 have
been successful from 194 in that age group since 1997 and in doing so have recorded a
whopping level stake loss of -151.50 to boot!
That leads us towards horses aged 5 and older. The 5yo’s themselves are the most
successful group with 11 wins from 139 runners since 1997, followed by the 6yo
contingent with 6 wins from the 83 runners.
The market does not offer many clues with three winning favourites since 1997.
Interestingly, 16 of the last 25 winners had raced over two miles or further and a win
over 1m 6f or further is also favourable (16 of the last 25 winners).
From a ratings perspective, we have definitely seen a shift to those higher up the
handicap in recent times with 14 of the last 15 winners being rated 98 or higher and 14
winners since 1997 were rated 100+ including the last 6.
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16 of the last 18 winners carried at least 8st 10lbs and 11 of the last 12 carried at least 9
stones.
Other strong statistics include no more than 5 runs in the current season and 20 of the
last 25 winners last raced at Galway, Ascot, Leopardstown, Goodwood or Newmarket
(July).
Other useful looking statistics include 23/25 had won no more than 5 previous handicap
races, 16/25 had won a race that season and 24/25 had won no more than 4 career flat
races.
Here is the profile of a typical winning Ebor horse: • Aged 5yo or 6yo (but don’t discount a classy 4yo)
• Top 4 finish LTO (but consider the grade of the last run)
• Rated 98+
• Carrying 8st 10lbs or higher
• Winning form over at least 1m 4f or further
• Raced over 2 miles or further
• Drawn in stall 14 or higher
• Last ran at Galway, Leopardstown, Goodwood, Ascot or Newmarket (July)
• No more than 5 runs in the current season
• No more than 5 previous handicap wins
• No more than 4 previous wins on the flat
• Won a race this season
On race day we’ll analyse the field against the trend and post our selection(s) in the
Platinum members’ area.
Steve Carter
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I Should Be So Lucky
Hi. It’s Clive from Racecracker here again this time talking about luck.
Firstly, does it even exist? Well, pretty obviously yes. There is a group of people who
believe that everything is pre-ordained, and that luck does not exist, but I mention them
only out of courtesy. I think that all of us would agree that it exists but what do we
actually mean by luck? I mean the effect of random variance on past events.
Obviously, if you are the beneficiary of a million pound lottery win I’d call you lucky,
wouldn’t you? In fact, I’d go further. If I was a more usual losing lottery player, I’d call
you a lucky b******* implying that I never get that luck or of course, more correctly
that I haven’t yet had it!
I’ve never yet met a lottery winner although one guy I used to work with resigned part
way through his third week saying he’d won £5,000 per week for life but the fact that he
turned up stacking shelves in Tesco’s a few weeks later made me somewhat doubtful.
The far more common occurrence is the statement “We hit the post four times. We were
really unlucky” or something similar. This I don’t really count as luck. It’s far more
likely that my team, Palace for the record, got their striker free with a packet of Rice
Krispies and were beaten by a team of £50 million players owned by some oil rich
nation. We lost because they were better than us, whatever my eyes saw.
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I am reminded of the old Gary Player quote, “The more I practice, the luckier I get.”
So, how do we tell if something happens by skill or chance?
If you use tipsters, you really need to know. Not only are you spending your hard
earned on their recommended bets, but you are further lining the tipsters’ pocket for the
privilege. This is fair enough if he’s skilfully providing winning tips but what if he’s
just been lucky. That luck will turn bad in the long run and that’s actually worse for you
because it’s much harder to ditch a tipster that has been winning you money. If you
keep full records, you will probably spend at least the amount he has won for you before
ditching him.
Luckily, I have a luck simulator to hand. One given to me by a football tipster, Mike of
Winabobatwo. A very good guy Mike, and also very good at Maths and Computers.
In this simulator, I can assume I am betting on coin tosses to keep it simple. Here I
know the true odds of winning (2.0). If I assume my tipster has no edge i.e., he will win
50% of the time, then this luck calculator looks at how many bets I would need to place
to be sure that the tipster has no edge and is effectively of no use to me. And you might
be surprised at the results.
Let’s try 100 bets first.
The luck simulator effectively tosses a coin 100 times on 40 separate occasions and
reports the results. Only in 20 tests did the tipster make between + or – 5%. That means
on 20 occasions he either won or lost more than 5%. Yet we know in this instance there
is nothing but pure chance (Or luck) leading to a figure outside the 5% range.
Obviously, we must try more tosses or in the real world more bets so let’s try 40 sets of
500 tosses. Sorry, it’s getting better but still not what we’re looking for.
This time we get 27 within the 5% range but still 13 outside the range and in one the
groups of 500 tosses, one recorded a loss of £460 to £10 stakes but actually is no better
or worse than any other group. The “best” made £340.
I know which hypothetical tipster I would dump and which tipster I would keep.
But we know that in reality there is nothing to choose between the 40 of them. In fact,
you have to go through 5000 bets before all 40 samples fall in between our + or – 5%
range. That might be fine for a test on my PC but it’s no use at all for a real world test of
actual bets. You would have to stake £50000 just to get an accurate picture of whether
the tipster has been lucky or unlucky.
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Unfortunately, the picture worsens at larger odds. Let’s replace our hypothetical coin
with a hypothetical dice. Now the true odds have changed to 6.0.
On the first go of throwing 100 times on 40 separate occasions we only got a pathetic 4
times that results fell between our 5% ranges and even at 1000 goes you still only get 22
times. My luck simulator only goes up to 10000 trials and even that only produces 37 of
the 40 in the correct range we are looking for.
So, we haven’t made much progress in analysing our real world tipster, have we?
So, what else can we do? Well, that venerable site The Secret Betting Club spend their
lives analysing tipsters. Surely they must be able to help. Well, I caught one of their
highly recommended podcasts recently in which they let slip some highly useful
information. They said that all of their top recommended tipsters had at least one year of
loss amongst their last 8 years. All of them. Possibly the best online tipsters out there
monitored for years by the best monitors out there and the luck still causes one every
eight years to be a loss.
This really isn’t helping much, is it?
Next I turned to the renowned Archie Test.
In case anyone doesn’t know, Archie stands for Augmented Reality Computer-Human
Interaction Evaluator. All clear now? In fact, for our purposes, we are using a simplified
version, but I won’t bore you with the mathematical details of it. Suffice to say we are
going to use readily available information (providing you keep records or have access to
the tipster’s results and trust them!) together with our refined archie and let it do all the
hard work
You will need only three figures
1. The number of bets
2. The actual number of winners from those bets
3. The expected number of winners from those bets
The first two are easily countable within excel. The third requires a little simple work.
First, we need the average odds of all the bets in fractional format.
So, to give an example if the tipster selections had SPs of 8/1, 6/1, 4/1, 5/1, 5/1 6/1, 4/1
and 7/1 then that would be 8+6+4+5+5+6+4+7 = 45/8 bets = 5.625.
Then we need to turn this into a percentage to help us calculate the number of expected
winners.
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This is equally simple. Just divide 100 by the average we have just calculated.
100/5.625 = 17.78%. This is our expected win rate.
So, the expected number of winners from this tiny sample is 8 * 17.78/100 = 1.42
winners. A pathetically small sample that I wouldn’t recommend!
So now we have all the information we need to use our faithful friend Archie. Using
another hypothetical example let’s say
1. The number of bets was 800
2. The actual number of winners from those bets was 160
3. The expected number of winners from those bets turns out to be 140
To find Archie’s result we need to use one more sum

Archie result =

So,

Number of bets x (Actual Winners – Expected winners) 2
______________________________________________
Expected winners x (Number of bets – Expected winners)

800 x (160 – 140)2
140 x (800-140)

Which is

320000
92400

Archie result =

3.46

Calculators away now!
But what does this figure actually mean?
Well, the statisticians who use this sort of stuff all the time need to know the probability
that their results are due to chance which is exactly what we want to know too.
They have a conversion table that converts good old Archie to probability
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So, our system with an Archie score of 3.46 has a probability of around 6% of being
down to luck or put another way a probability of 94% being down to skill.
The controlling factor will always be the number of bets.
If you want more reliability, you need a bigger bet sample.
Before signing up for a system always check the past record and do an Archie test. As
we have seen, the higher the Archie score the better.
If you reach a score of 6.5 you can be 99% certain that you’ve found a good one.
Still not 100% but the only things certain are death and taxes!
Clive Jones - Racecracker
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(CC BY 4.0) - St Nicholas Abbey

Historic Trends for the Big Races in August
For about 7 years from 2006 I wrote 10 Year Trends Articles for the Racing & Football
Outlook. I looked at big races that were due to be run that week and I delved into the
past stats in an attempt to find the most important ones.
The idea was to build up a picture of the type of the horse that was most likely to win
the race based on this past data. Some races and indeed some meetings really lend
themselves to this approach as horses with similar profiles year in year out win and get
placed in them.
I always found past trends from the Cheltenham festival to be very useful and accurate;
likewise, the same has been true for Royal Ascot.
For all you punters out there interested in this type of thing, these 10 year trends can
still be found in some papers; the Racing Post often have a trends page on big race days
for example.
Alternatively, they are easy enough to research; I use www.horseracebase.com for any
trends analysis – this site is excellent all round for research and I use it on a regular
basis.
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In this article I am going to look at three races that are going to be run in August
focusing in on the 10 year trends of each one.
To kick this off I am going look at the 5 furlong Group 1 sprint run at the York Ebor
meeting. The Ebor meeting is one of the best meetings of the year and this race is one of
many highlights:

Nunthorpe Stakes (2022 race to be run on Friday 19 th August)
- Fillies and mares have won 6 races from 32 runners (a further 5 have been placed);
male runners have combined to win 4 races from 114 runners.
- Horses drawn in the bottom half of the draw have provided 8 of the last 10 winners.
- There has been a real spread of wins when we look at ages, but 3yos have generally
struggled (from a win perspective) managing just 1 success from 40 runners.
- Surprisingly for a Group 1 event there have been two shock 40/1 winners in the past
10 years. Jwala managed it in 2013 and Alpha Delphini in 2018.
- Previous winners at the York track have won 7 races from 63; non course winners
have won 3 races from 83.
- Horses that had failed to register a win in the past 12 months make up just over 20%
of the total runners (31 to be precise), but none have won, and only two have been
placed.
- Horses with an official rating of 113 or more have won 8 races from a total of 44
runners; horses rated 112 or less have won 2 races from 102 runners.
- All 10 winners raced over 5f last time out; 35 runners raced over 6f LTO with no
wins.
- Last time out winners have won 6 of the last 10 renewals from just 31 runners; 9 of
the last 10 winners finished the first three LTO.
CONCLUSION – some interesting trends in the past 10 years. Clearly any female
runner (either filly or mare) should be respected given their overall record. There
may only be 1 or 2 running this year but I would be looking at them very closely.
A previous win at course has proved preferable to not having one; likewise, a last time
out victory is another positive.
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Horses to avoid seem to be those that raced over 6f LTO and those that have failed to
win a race in the last year. In terms of the draw, recent data has seen a mid to lower
draw preferable compared to those drawn the highest. Finally in terms of Official
Rating I would be looking for a horse rated 113 or higher based on the stats.
Down to Berkshire now and Newbury. Time to look at one from their excellent meeting
that occurs in the middle of August.

Geoffrey Freer Stakes (2022 race to be run on Saturday 13th
August)
This is a Group 3 contest run over 1 mile 5½ furlongs. Here are the strongest trends
over the past 10 renewals of the race:
- 7 of the last 10 winners had an Industry Starting Price of 4/1 or shorter.
- Favourites have won 5 of the last 10 races. Backing all favourites would have
produced returns to Betfair SP of just over 17 pence in the £.
- No wins for horses priced 12/1 or bigger from 23 runners.
- 9 of the last 10 winners had won at least one race during that current season. Horses
that had failed to win a race that season have provided just 1 winner form 37 runners.
- In terms of Official Ratings, horses rated 109 or higher have won 7 races from 33
runners; horses rated 108 or lower have won 3 races from 39.
- Horses dropping in class from either a Group 1 or Group 2 race LTO have provided 0
winners from 22.
- Last time out winners have a great record recently with 8 wins from just 19 qualifiers.
Backing all such runners would have yielded BSP returns of 68p in the £.
- Irish bred horses have won 7 races from 25 runners. All other countries have
combined to score 3 times from 47
- There is no significant edge to be found look at the ages of the horses. 3yos have won
3 races from 16 runners; 4yos have 4 wins from 28; 5yos and older have 3 wins from
28.
CONCLUSION – this has been a market driven race in the past 10 years with
favourites and shorter priced runners in general doing well. Last time out winners
have performed well above the norm also.
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In terms of breeding Irish bred runners clearly have had an edge in recent times. It
looks best to avoid horses dropping in class, while in terms of age there seems little in
it. When it comes to Official Ratings, it seems that 109 or higher is the place to look.
In terms of the age of horse, you would prefer a 3 or 4yo to those aged 5 or older.
Finally let me look at one of the big sprint handicaps of the season now as we head
north to Ripon racecourse.

The Great St Wilfrid Handicap (2022 race to be run on Saturday
13th August)
This has always been one of my favourite races, probably because over the years I have
made a decent profit in it. I love handicap sprints as rule anyway and when
contemplating a bet in this type of race I always look at past race trends in conjunction
with more standard race reading factors. It has had an average field size of 19 in the past
ten years, so the runners are spread right across the track. I personally attack this race by
backing 2 or 3 runners due to the significant number of runners. Of course, that is my
preference for this type of race; you may wish to take a different approach. Anyway,
onto the trends:
- Favourites have won 5 of the last 10 renewals. Backing them all would have yielded a
huge profit of £26.37 to £1 level stakes (ROI +263.7%).
- Draws 1 to 6 have provided just 1 winner from 60 runners.
- Just one win from 76 runners for horses that had previously raced 6 or more times that
season. By contrast, horses that had raced between 1 and 4 times that season produced 8
of the winners from 74 runners.
- 5 of the last 10 winners made all the running; 9 of the last 10 winners led early or
raced close to the pace.
- All 10 winners ran over 6 furlongs last time out. 42 horses raced over less, or further
LTO all losing.
- In terms of position in the weights, those 5th to 10th in the weights have provided 7
winners. This equates to 70% of wins from 34% of the total runners.
- Trainers from Yorkshire have dominated the race winning all of the last 10 races. 45
trainers from other parts of the country have had runners: all losing.
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CONCLUSION – one of the key factors in this race, not just in the last 10 years, but
in the last 25 years has been connected with the early position a horse takes up in this
race. 5 of the last 10 winners made all the running which is remarkable considering
the huge field. Horses that raced mid pack or are held up are definitely at a huge
disadvantage.
Favourites have a good record which again is surprising considering the average
field size. Trainers from Yorkshire have monopolised the race; yes they make out the
vast proportion of the runners, but it is a still a factor to be aware of. The draw has
tended to favour mid to higher draws with the draws 1 to 6 generally at a
disadvantage. It has proved to be prudent to stick to horses that ran over the same
distance of 6f last time out.
Finally, I would avoid horses that had run 6 or more times in the current season as
their record is very poor.
I hope you find these trends useful and helps point you in the direction of a winner or
two in August.
Of course, this type of research is simply reporting the past; not the future. There are no
guarantees in racing!
David Renham
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DS Pugh / York Racecourse

Glorious Goodwood and Ebor Festival
Lennox Stakes
I think William Haggas has got this race well and truly covered from all angles. He has
two entries, Aldaary and Sacred, but in truth I'd be a little surprised if both ran. Jim
Crowley's comments about Aldaary suggests he really needs cut in the ground, and his
form backs that up as well. When there has been any firm in the going description, he
hasn't produced his best form. However, when he does get his ground, he's a very good
horse.
A runaway winner of the Balmoral Handicap at the end of last season, he returned in
2022 with an easy Listed success. If it rains enough for Goodwood, I can't see
connections turning this opportunity down for this highly progressive gelding.
If it doesn't rain and the ground is quick, then that'll be ideal for Haggas' other entry,
Sacred. She thrives on a fast surface and 7f looks her optimum trip, having won both
starts at the distance, including her best RPR. She also beat Saffron Beach on the first
occasion, the subsequent Group 1 winner.
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Sacred just found things happening a little too sharply in the Diamond Jubilee at Royal
Ascot, but she finished strongly in a more than respectable fifth. That's strong form and
if it's quick ground, I can't see her stablemate running and she'll be tough to beat.
It would be surprising to see both Aldaary and Sacred run. But hopefully one of them
does, and that'll mean they've got their ideal conditions.
Recommended Bets
Back Aldaary @ 5/1
Back Sacred @ 10/1

Nassau Stakes
Nashwa heads the betting for the Nassau and it’s fairly easy to see why following her
Prix de Diane victory.
Three-year-olds have won seven of the last ten renewals, so classy youngsters tend to
get the job done here over their elders. But Nashwa was put in her place in the Oaks by
Tuesday, and even though the mile and a quarter trip is probably better for Nashwa, I
think she’ll struggle to reverse the Epsom form with Tuesday.
Aidan O’Brien’s filly didn’t take in the Irish Oaks and hopefully that’s because they’ve
got one eye on the Nassau, which he won in 2016 with Tuesday’s sister, Minding. He is
not averse to running a good one here, as shown with Minding and Winter. I believe
Tuesday to be pretty versatile trip wise and I can’t see this drop in distance being an
issue.
She wasn’t well-positioned in the Irish Derby so I’m easily willing to forgive her that
run. If she’s back to her Epsom form she’ll take a fair bit of stopping in here. I’ve not
heard if she's definitely going to run, but there is some serious juice in the price at the
moment as if she runs she’ll be close to favourite I’d say.
Recommended Bet
Back Tuesday @ 8/1

Nunthorpe Stakes
This is a very intriguing contest this season I feel.
The favourite is a three-year-old filly that has had just three runs and won a Listed race
over course and distance last time. Granted, Royal Aclaim was pretty impressive last
time, but she still has plenty to prove to be as short as 5/2 for the Nunthorpe.
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Golden Pal is an interesting one if he runs, given how good Wesley Ward believes he is.
But he's just not produced on a straight track (even though the Kings Stand was a throw
out run), so for that reason I can't have him.
The one lingering at a price that keeps catching my eye here is Romantic Proposal.
Despite her finishing position, I think she ran well in the July Cup when last seen,
having travelled best into the contest, she was just found wanting towards the business
end, so a return to the minimum trip should see her in a better light. She's primarily been
campaigned over further than 5f, but from her five runs at the trip, she's only been out of
the places once. Gaining her first top level win in the Flying Five at the Curragh in
September last year, she has her training dreaming of more Group 1 success. Edward
Lynam trained the terrific Sole Power to win the Nunthorpe in 2014, so hopefully he
can repeat the feat!
Recommended Bet
Back Romantic Proposal @ 16/1 Each Way

Ebor
There's a couple in here that I think are worth a bet and the first of them is Gaassee.
A highly progressive four-year-old, he won four races in a row before finishing an
arguably unlucky third in the Old Newton Cup. Having to wait for room when the race
began to heat up, that certainly cost him sound ground, but how much is down to
opinion.
He doesn't do anything quickly, so I think it cost him enough as because it takes him a
bit to get going, he wasn't hitting top gear until too late. I don't have too much doubt
about his stamina even though it'll be his first try over 1m6f, as he hits the line strongly
and his pedigree gives plenty of encouragement being by Sea The Stars and out of a
Monsun mare that is a sister to a multiple-winning two mile hurdler. He's a horse going
the right way that I want on side.
My second play is Raise You for Joseph O'Brien.
He moved to the yard having made a promising start for Andrew Balding, winning a
Listed race easily at Newmarket as a three-year-old. Never properly kicking on from
there, he looked a reformed character when trying 1m4f for the first time in October last
year, powering home in an amateur race.
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Proving that no fluke, he duly hacked up over the same trip in May when beating
stablemate Okita Soushi before being a bit unlucky at Limerick when he was slow out
of the gates then got trapped for room, so conceded first run to the winner before
running on.
I love the way he travels into races over this new trip, and he then finds for pressure and
hits the line well. I'm adamant there's still more to come over these sorts of trips and he
could be even better over the Ebor trip of 1m6f, so even though he'll have a big weight
to carry, I really want to see him have a go at this.
Recommended Bets
Back Gaassee @ 10/1 Each Way
Back Raise You @ 25/1 Each Way
Alex Peperell
www.thepeptalk.co.uk
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Useful Formulae - Quick formulae for odds comparisons
and percentage chances
To convert odds into a percentage chance
(2nd part of price/Total of both halves of price) x 100 = percentage chance
Worked example: 6/4
4/10 x 100 = 40%

To convert a decimal price into a percentage chance
(1/decimal price) x 100 = percentage chance
Worked example: 2.50
1/2.50 x 100 = 40%

To convert a percentage chance into a decimal price
100/percentage chance = decimal price
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Worked example: 40%
100/40 = 2.50
To convert a percentage chance into odds/1
(100/percentage chance) -1 = odds/1
Worked example: 40%
(100/40) -1 = 1.50/1

Balance your bets and lays with this conversion chart
Each line is designed to break even to a total outlay of £100

Back

Lay

Stake £

Odds/1

Decimal

Decimal

Odds/1

Lay £

99

0.01

1.01

100.00

99.00

1

98

0.02

1.02

50.00

49.00

2

97

0.03

1.03

33.33

32.33

3

96

0.04

1.04

25.00

24.00

4

95

0.05

1.05

20.00

19.00

5

94

0.06

1.06

16.67

15.67

6

93

0.08

1.08

14.29

13.29

7

92

0.09

1.09

12.50

11.50

8

91

0.10

1.10

11.11

10.11

9

90

0.11

1.11

10.00

9.00

10

89

0.12

1.12

9.09

8.09

11

88

0.14

1.14

8.33

7.33

12

87

0.15

1.15

7.69

6.69

13

86

0.16

1.16

7.14

6.14

14

85

0.18

1.18

6.67

5.67

15

84

0.19

1.19

6.25

5.25

16
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83

0.20

1.20

5.88

4.88

17

82

0.22

1.22

5.56

4.56

18

81

0.23

1.23

5.26

4.26

19

80

0.25

1.25

5.00

4.00

20

79

0.27

1.27

4.76

3.76

21

78

0.28

1.28

4.55

3.55

22

77

0.30

1.30

4.35

3.35

23

76

0.32

1.32

4.17

3.17

24

75

0.33

1.33

4.00

3.00

25

74

0.35

1.35

3.85

2.85

26

73

0.37

1.37

3.70

2.70

27

72

0.39

1.39

3.57

2.57

28

71

0.41

1.41

3.45

2.45

29

70

0.43

1.43

3.33

2.33

30

69

0.45

1.45

3.23

2.23

31

68

0.47

1.47

3.13

2.13

32

67

0.49

1.49

3.03

2.03

33

66

0.52

1.52

2.94

1.94

34

65

0.54

1.54

2.86

1.86

35

64

0.56

1.56

2.78

1.78

36

63

0.59

1.59

2.70

1.70

37

62

0.61

1.61

2.63

1.63

38

61

0.64

1.64

2.56

1.56

39

60

0.67

1.67

2.50

1.50

40

59

0.69

1.69

2.44

1.44

41

58

0.72

1.72

2.38

1.38

42

57

0.75

1.75

2.33

1.33

43
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56

0.79

1.79

2.27

1.27

44

55

0.82

1.82

2.22

1.22

45

54

0.85

1.85

2.17

1.17

46

53

0.89

1.89

2.13

1.13

47

52

0.92

1.92

2.08

1.08

48

51

0.96

1.96

2.04

1.04

49

50

1.00

2.00

2.00

1.00

50

49

1.04

2.04

1.96

0.96

51

48

1.08

2.08

1.92

0.92

52

47

1.13

2.13

1.89

0.89

53

46

1.17

2.17

1.85

0.85

54

45

1.22

2.22

1.82

0.82

55

44

1.27

2.27

1.79

0.79

56

43

1.33

2.33

1.75

0.75

57

42

1.38

2.38

1.72

0.72

58

41

1.44

2.44

1.69

0.69

59

40

1.50

2.50

1.67

0.67

60

39

1.56

2.56

1.64

0.64

61

38

1.63

2.63

1.61

0.61

62

37

1.70

2.70

1.59

0.59

63

36

1.78

2.78

1.56

0.56

64

35

1.86

2.86

1.54

0.54

65

34

1.94

2.94

1.52

0.52

66

33

2.03

3.03

1.49

0.49

67

32

2.13

3.13

1.47

0.47

68

31

2.23

3.23

1.45

0.45

69

30

2.33

3.33

1.43

0.43

70
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29

2.45

3.45

1.41

0.41

71

28

2.57

3.57

1.39

0.39

72

27

2.70

3.70

1.37

0.37

73

26

2.85

3.85

1.35

0.35

74

25

3.00

4.00

1.33

0.33

75

24

3.17

4.17

1.32

0.32

76

23

3.35

4.35

1.30

0.30

77

22

3.55

4.55

1.28

0.28

78

21

3.76

4.76

1.27

0.27

79

20

4.00

5.00

1.25

0.25

80

19

4.26

5.26

1.23

0.23

81

18

4.56

5.56

1.22

0.22

82

17

4.88

5.88

1.20

0.20

83

16

5.25

6.25

1.19

0.19

84

15

5.67

6.67

1.18

0.18

85

14

6.14

7.14

1.16

0.16

86

13

6.69

7.69

1.15

0.15

87

12

7.33

8.33

1.14

0.14

88

11

8.09

9.09

1.12

0.12

89

10

9.00

10.00

1.11

0.11

90

9

10.11

11.11

1.10

0.10

91

8

11.50

12.50

1.09

0.09

92

7

13.29

14.29

1.08

0.08

93

6

15.67

16.67

1.06

0.06

94

5

19.00

20.00

1.05

0.05

95

4

24.00

25.00

1.04

0.04

96

3

32.33

33.33

1.03

0.03

97
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2

49.00

50.00

1.02

0.02

1

99.00

100.00

1.01

0.01

98
99

Beat The Book - An Application of Mathematics
Here is a mathematical technique to help you convert any race into a profitable scenario
by writing off the chances of the contenders which, in your opinion, cannot win.
At first, the technique will work best in early price races because you will have the time
to make your calculations without fear of prices changing in midstream.
First of all, study a race and delete all the runners that you are convinced cannot win.
Next, you will need to carry out the following calculations on the prices of the live
contenders you have selected - I have tabulated an example to make the explanation
easier.
The example shows a list of selected 'live contenders' in a race, together with the best
early prices available for each:

*To express in terms of chance, use the second half of the odds fraction and the total of
the odds fraction.
E.g., 15/8 would be 8 chances in 23 (15+8)
We can see that, by staking the calculated amounts to win on each of our live
contenders at the best early prices we can find, we are certain of securing a £12.19 profit
(13.88% ROI) regardless of which contender wins. We are confident of the outcome
because we consider the runners we have eliminated to have no chance of winning.
Obviously you cannot use the technique if the sum of your percentages is more than
100. However, should you decide to eliminate a well-fancied favourite from your
calculations, or your list of live contenders is very short, the potential profit can be
significant.
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The technique can be used in a live betting market once you become so familiar with the
calculations that you are able to make them very quickly.
These calculations can be carried out extremely quickly and efficiently by using the
Beat The Book tool.

Steve Jones
Professional Betting Advice and Strategy (2000-22)
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(CC BY-ND 4.0) – HDR Style Horse Racing Photo

The On Course Profits Tipster Competition
The 1st of June saw the start of our Summer Tipster Competition which will run through
to the end of August with all selections being proofed to our Platinum members.
The first complete month of the Tipster Competition saw positive results for all but two
of the entrants who had continued to provide their selections for proofing, which is an
excellent positive start both in terms of profits, and consistency in sending in their
selections.
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* “Notes” refers to pricing strategy.
If you are looking for a healthy return on investment then the likes of Ken P and James
B may be the Tipster for you, but currently in terms of out and out points profit, and
also showing a surprisingly healthy ROI given the level of staking, Turn Back Time
leads the field.
Our Platinum members have access to all the selections of all the entrants daily.
To get access to the selections, if you haven't already, CLICK HERE to upgrade to our
Platinum membership.
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(CC BY-ND 4.0) – Dramatic Sands, Hexagon & Always Fearless

Abundance in August
The longest day may have passed, but the summer is still with us and there is still plenty
of Flat Turf racing to be had over the coming months.
Back in the early days in 2016 we noticed what we thought may be a profitable system,
backing EW Edward Lynam’s’ runners in Ireland on the Turf Flat and the All Weather
when they ran over 6-8f. 2013-2015 had been positive.
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Backing to Win only saw a win strike rate of 27.45% and an SP profit of 99.50 points
(BFSP 294.96 points), which of course told us that there was a large, priced winner in
there, but even so, profits were spread over the 3 years.
Our advice on the day was to back Each Way based on the overall place strike rate of
47.06% which to SP bumped up the profits to 126.77points for that period.

And what happened?
Yep, you guessed it the whole idea imploded and for the next four years it was loss, a
small profit, loss, and loss!
Although you would have made a profit in 2017 from that one winner had you used
BFSP! The strike rates fell by the wayside.
The overall Win strike rate for 2016-2019 was just 7.84% and place strike rate down to
27.45% for that period.

Roll forward to 2020 and 2021.
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The strike rates still haven’t broken any records, but the BFSP profit for 2020/2021 isn’t
to be sniffed at.
It seems to us that when he lands a winner, that winner comes in at a healthy price on
the exchanges.
So, we thought we’d look at the prices of those winners over the years.
Of the 129 selections (2013-2019 - averaging fifteen runners in each year), there have
been twenty-one winners and of those twenty-one runners ten have had a BFSP of 10.00
or greater.
The one thing we have noticed is that the Irish Racing on Betfair often offers a
significant advantage in terms of prices. Once you get into the double figure prices there
is an exponential price difference, whether that is down to liquidity we are not sure.
What we do know is that his strike rates are equally split between Turf Flat and the All
Weather, and also between Handicaps and Non Handicaps, so we have no chance of
know where or when that big, priced winner if any is going to land.
But…at the time of writing, 2022 has been going reasonably well for the Lynam yard
on the All Weather in particular, and we’re thinking of giving the yard one more shot
during August and possibly beyond, by backing his runners with a BFSP of 10.00 or
greater.
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System 10: Back Ed Lynam’s runners over 6f-1 mile for the month of August on the All
Weather in the Betfair Win and Place markets.
If you think you have a winning formula you’d like us to research for you then please
let us know, we’d love to hear from you. You can make a suggestion here
https://www.oncourseprofits.com/suggestion-box/
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Product Reviews

Cost: £10.00 for the 1st month then £20.00 per month thereafter or £50.00 per quarter.
The Trial: This racehorse tipster is from the PuntHub group of advisors. The review
started on the 22nd of May and here are the results up until the 21st of June. The
selections arrive by email usually around 7:00 pm the evening before racing.
There was an average of 8 selections a day advised to be backed to win with either 1 or
2 points stake together with advised odds which have been taken from Bet365 at 6:00
pm. Of course, these odds may have moved by the time the email is received.
During this month there were a total of 240 advices, 202 single point bets and 38 two
point stakes.
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The one-pointers were successful 28 times at advised odds up to 20/1 (Betfair SP
26.92), a strike rate of 13.86% and a profit to advised odds, after deducting several Rule
4s, of 75.75 points, an ROI of 37.5%.
The thirty-eight 2-point bets did not fare as well producing 5 winners, a strike rate of
13.15% and a loss of 4.62 points at advised odds and 11.68 points at Betfair SP. So,
overall, a profit of 71.13 points to advised odds and a profit of 38.91 points at Betfair
SP.
Conclusion: It will be interesting to see what happens next month. In the meantime,
you can find out more here.

Cost: Monthly £45.00, Quarterly £90.00, One Time Payment £95.00 for 6 months.
(Offers are available)
The Trial: This racehorse advisory service belongs to the Bet Social stable of tipsters.
There is usually one tip most days received by email around 11:00 am advised bet to
win with either 2 or 3 points.
This review started on the 1st of June with the following first month’s results: there
were 19 selections with 6 of them being successful, a strike rate of 31.58% for a profit
of 14.78 points at BOG, an ROI of 30.79%. Interestingly, the profit at Betfair starting
prices was almost as good.
Conclusion: A great start. More can be found out by clicking here.

HANBURY WINNERS
The Trial: This service is an offshoot of the very successful Hanbury Racing service
and the aim is to pick up on the shorter price horses Richard identifies in his studies
which are not at a sufficient double figure price to qualify for the main service.
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Unfortunately, 11/80 winners all staked at 2pts Win or 1pt EW resulted in a loss
of 20.20 pts to the end of June end.
A further 12 losers in July at the time of writing.
Conclusion: There’s quite a mountain to climb for Hanbury Winners to prove itself as a
useful addition to the main service. You can find out more here.

Cost: £10.00 for the 1st month then £27.00 per month thereafter.
The Trial: The trial for this service commenced at the beginning of June.
All bets are staked at 1pt or less and seem to concentrate on the better quality racing.
There were 9/69 winners and a small profit of 3.50 pts to date.
The tipster was very active during Ascot week, but there were 14 no bet days. The bets
are usually sent the evening before racing.
Conclusion: July hasn't started well, and it is early days so we will reserve judgement.
You can find more information about Cheek Pieces here.

Cost: £19.97 Monthly or £179.97 yearly.
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The Trial: Following on from last time this racehorse tipping service provided 182
selections, about 6 a day, advised either 1-point win or 0.5 each way.
There were 80 win bets of which 13 won, a strike rate of 16.25% posting a loss of 27.90
points.
The 102 each way tips again did somewhat better with 10 winners and 34 placers, strike
rates of 9.80% and 33.33% respectfully for a profit of 17.28 points resulting in an
overall month’s loss of 10.62 points.
Conclusion: You can find full details here
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